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When it comes to the treatment of grass, one of the criteria that we instinctively see to determine whether the grass is healthy or not, is the color of the yard. Generally, greener grasses look healthier than lighter-colored grasses or yellowing grasses. In a perfect world, all it takes for a yard to be healthy is
water and sunlight. Unfortunately, that is not always the case, and sometimes our grass needs extra nutrients and supplements for our grass to reach its full potential. In this article I will discuss Ironite for grass - a popular Iron supplement that helps grass turn dark green and dark. I'll explain what Ironite
is, how it works, and how to use it to achieve the best results on your page. I will also share the Iron supplement that I now use instead of Ironite, as it has some qualities that make it much better in my opinion. Let's get started! Ironite: What it is and How to Use It As its name suggests, Ironite is a
nutritional supplement for grasses high in iron content. Iron plays a large role in the re-greening of the grass by helping in the process of photosynthesis. The same goes for many other plants. Using iron supplements for rose bushes and your vegetables will help foliage change a healthy dark green color.
While Ironite is rich in iron, different Ironite formulas also include other micronutrients such as manganese, nitrogen, and potassium for added benefits. The best practice for effectively using Ironite as a form of grass treatment is to distribute Ironite with fertilizer, between 4 to 10 times a year depending on
the current condition of your yard. I generally apply iron along with Milorganite, my favorite organic page fertilizer (which also contains a little Iron). There are two forms of ironite available: liquid and granular. Liquid Ironite for Lawns Liquid Ironite (Amazon link) should be used with alkaline and sandy soils.
This loose soil is famous for allowing yard amendments to quickly wash right past the roots at the first rainfall, and using liquid products allows the blades of grass itself to absorb the product. Granular Ironite for Lawns You can spread granular ironite (Amazon link) directly on the ground and water the area
as soon as the application to help the iron granules stick to the ground and start working onto your grass. This product is great for normal loam grass and also works well for grass growing on clay. When I apply granular iron to my yard, I mix it with granular fertilizer, slow release and apply it at the same
time. Ironite Application Level The exact application level and distribution for both types of Ironite is 1 pound per 100 square feet. Benefits of Using Ironite Aside from stated reasons above, Ironite has a unique formula and composition that makes it one of the best options for grass care and re-greening
established courtyards. Here are some of the additional benefits that make Ironite an attractive product for homeowners who work to improve their turf: Ironite versatility is only great for grass but can also be used for flowers, trees, vegetables, shrubs, etc. Having Chelated Iron in your garage can work
wonders to make your entire landscape (yard, tree, and garden) healthier. Simply distribute Ironite in the soil and let the soil balance the pH level and promote plant growth and health. Less Water As mentioned above, ironite has a unique formula. One of the benefits that comes from this is that grass
treated with ironite needs less water to grow and stay green. Other formulas have different proportions and sometimes use too much nitrogen which can burn grass and affect growth rates. This isn't right with Ironite. Each supplement form of this page from Pennington has a solid ratio when it comes to
nutrition. It works well and is user friendly. Working With All Types of Ironite Soil works well with all types of soil, although I recommend a liquid version of this product if you have alkaline or sandy soils. I prefer granular iron to other types of soil. Ironite is also effective regardless of weather conditions (a
factor that affects the quality of your soil). In fact, Ironite improves soil quality by increasing water penetration and minimizing soil loss. No Burn One of the most famous benefits of Ironite is that it does not stain or burn your grass. That said, applying too much can make your grass appear almost gray-ish.
This is something you should obviously try to avoid. Disadvantages of Using Ironite There are many reasons why you do not want to use Ironite. It is a quality and time-tested formula from one of the most trusted names in page maintenance (Pennington). But if you have concrete roads or concrete
driveways, be careful and consider other Iron supplements. Ironite can permanently stain concrete. This is why I do not recommend it if you have a nice concrete or pavement path. Why Choose Ironite? (and what I recommend instead) Above, I have discussed a large number of uses of Ironite for pages.
You now know the proper composition, benefits and handling of products to ensure sufficient greening of the grass. Grass care is more complicated than water and sunlight, and requires investment in products to ensure optimal yard health. Iron is a natural product that will help your page work better.
Using Iron on your page is a good decision and something I recommend without reservation. Ironite is popular among homeowners because the product is available locally, is easy to use, and does not stain or burn the skin (although it will stain concrete). What I Use Instead of Ironite What have switched
to recently is another iron supplement for the page called Dr. Iron that I bought from Amazon. Two 21 bags offered me coverage for my entire page. It does not stain concrete, and works also or better than Ironite because it is 22% Iron. If you are looking for an ironite alternative that is not stained with
concrete, I highly recommend it. It mixes very well with Milorganite when I apply it four times each year. Is Ironite Worth the Money? As As stated in this article and in many other articles on my blog, grass care requires making investments to improve and support the health and quality of the page. So we
have to ask the question, is Ironite worth the money? I strongly believe in using natural products that support healthy courtyards by changing soil, rather than synthetic products that feed grass and not soil. Iron (and Ironite) represent this type of product, and I recommend applying Ironite (or Dr. Iron) to
your page. If you do not want to apply it repeatedly, I recommend using it a week before you expect the company (it will make your yard look good to impress your in-laws), and during the summer months when the grass can begin to brown and appear yellow. There are many benefits to using Iron to
complement and green your yard, and most homeowners will be satisfied with the results, and feel that investing in Iron supplements like Ironite offers good value. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
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